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What Constitutes “Good” Evidence for Public Health and Social Policy-making? From Hierarchies to Appropriateness

Justin O. Parkhurst and Sudeepa Abeysinghe

Within public health, and increasingly other areas of social policy, there are widespread calls to increase or improve the use of evidence for policy-making. Often these calls rest on an assumption that increased evidence utilisation will be a more efficient or effective means of achieving social goals. Yet a clear elucidation of what can be considered “good evidence” for policy is rarely articulated. Many of the current discussions of best practise in the health policy sector derive from the evidence-based medicine (EBM) movement, embracing the “hierarchy of evidence” that places experimental trials as pre-eminent in terms of methodological quality. However, a number of problems arise if these hierarchies are used to rank or prioritise policy relevance. Challenges in applying evidence hierarchies to policy questions arise from the fact that the EBM hierarchies rank evidence of intervention effect on a specified and limited number of outcomes. Previous authors have noted that evidence forms at the top of such hierarchies typically serve the needs and realities of clinical medicine, but not necessarily public policy. We build on past insights by applying three disciplinary perspectives from political science, the philosophy of science and the sociology of knowledge to illustrate the limitations of a single evidence hierarchy to guide health policy choices, while simultaneously providing new conceptualisations suited to achieve health sector goals. In doing so, we provide an alternative approach that re-frames “good” evidence for health policy as a question of appropriateness. Rather than adhering to a single hierarchy of evidence to judge what constitutes “good” evidence for policy, it is more useful to examine evidence through the lens of appropriateness. The form of evidence, the determination of relevant categories and variables, and the weight given to any piece of evidence, must suit the policy needs at hand. A more
robust and critical examination of relevant and appropriate evidence can ensure that 
the best possible evidence of various forms is used to achieve health policy goals.
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Background

Evidence Based Policy and the Hierarchy of Evidence

The introduction of the concept of evidence-based policy (EBP) has marked an 
important shift in modern political processes. While the health sector has particu-
larly championed this idea (Berridge and Stanton 1999; Cookson 2005), similar 
calls to use evidence to guide policy are increasingly seen in other social policy 
realms as well (c.f. Davies, Nutley, and Smith 2000; MacKenzie 2000; Slavin 2008). 
National governments have further looked to institutionalise such approaches— 
with the UK, for instance, launching in 2013 a set of “What Works” centres 
explicitly designed around the health model (UK Government 2013).

While scholars grounded in the field of policy studies has increasingly critiqued 
the concept of a single or obvious “evidence base” to policy as a rhetorical device 
(Hammersley 2013), as ill-defined with multiple meanings (Cairney 2015), or as a 
“technocratic wish” in contrast to political realities (Lewis 2003), the concept still 
endures. It is not unusual to find in meetings, in policy discussions, or in govern-
ment reports, repeated calls for more “evidence based policy”—with the aforemen-
tioned “what works centres” particularly illustrating how this discourse can be 
embodied in formal institutions. It is further common to hear individuals raise 
points such as “evidence can mean many things, like knowledge and not just 
research”: concepts which are now well known and have been thoroughly estab-
lished and described—from Carol Weiss’ widely cited (in the academic literature 
at least) description of the multiple meanings of evidence use in the 1970s (Weiss 
1977, 1979), to more modern comprehensive treatments of the subject such as that 
of Davies, Nutley and colleagues in the last decade (c.f. Davies, Nutley, and Smith 
2000). In this article, we therefore recognise the importance of the policy studies 
work that has problematized the concept of EBP (and we have no grand ambition 
to pioneer a new mode of thought on evidence use in social policy), but we recog-
nise the continued struggle to have these insights become established in policy cir-
cles. As such we propose an incremental step to construct a framework and 
language that might allow some of these key insights to be more understood or 
more easily applied by planners and programme actors who may otherwise risk 
continuing the same mistakes or “reinvention of the wheel” when it comes to 
thinking about evidence.
Changing thinking about evidence, however, requires recognition of the history of how the ideas are currently used in policy circles. As many authors have noted, the field of public health’s embrace of the concept in particular evolved from the tradition of evidence-based medicine (EBM) (Berridge and Thom 1996; Petticrew 2013; Smith 2013a). Within biomedicine, EBM has generally been considered a “success” to the extent that the movement has regularised the way in which patients are assessed and treated. Partly this success has been due to the standardisation of clinical decision-making, providing physicians with a transparently objective and scientific method of choosing treatment options (Evidence-based Medicine Working Group 1992; Canadian Taskforce on the Periodic Health Examination 1994).

The answer to the question of what constitutes “good evidence” to guide clinical practise, is widely seen to lie in the “hierarchies of evidence”. These hierarchies set out the process through which research can be evaluated, with the largest scale and most “objective” or “scientific” forms of evidence understood as inhabiting the “top” of the hierarchy. Top-level evidence is typically seen to result from research methods exhibiting key characteristics including: large and representative sample size, control for experimenter and participant bias; control for external variables; the study of a singular experimental variable; and value-neutrality (Merton 1973). It is understood that for clinical interventions, these factors are best constituted in the form of Randomised Controlled Trials (RCTs) (Chalmers et al. 1981). Non-experimental methods—such as case studies, observational data, or case-controlled studies—are seen as less useful forms of intervention research, due to their inability to control for confounding variables, and the greater potential for bias to be introduced as some stage in the research protocol (Borgerson 2009).

A number of sources have developed specific evidence hierarchies. The UK’s National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE), for example, produces recommendations which are awarded “grades” from “A” (recommendations being based directly on RTCs or meta-analyses of RTCs) to “D” (recommendations based upon expert opinion or inferences from upper-level studies) (NICE 2005). Similarly, the GRADE (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) criteria evaluates biomedical evidence, again judging evidence from RCTs as “high quality”, with observational data as “low quality”, and other methods as “very low quality” (Oxman and Group 2004). Other examples exist as well, including the The Strength of Recommendations Taxonomy (SORT) (Ebell et al. 2004), and the Centre for Evidence Based Medicine (CEBM) at the University of Oxford (OCEBM Levels of Evidence Working Group n.d.) While there are some variations, common to all of these approaches is the methodological superiority attributed to experimental evidence (and Annex 1 of Nutley, Powell, and Davies 2013 for further examples).

Challenges: “Good Evidence” for Policy?

EBM was seen to increase objectivity, transparency, and certainty in respect to professional practise. Since these are also ideal goals often espoused for policy-making,
it is unsurprising that the logic of EBM has underpinned current discussions of
the use of evidence in policy. A natural implication of the embrace of evidence
hierarchies is that “good” evidence for policy would also come from the top of
these evidence hierarchies. A number of challenges arise, however, deriving from
the question of whether the “good” evidence to guide clinical interventions is the
same as the “good evidence” to guide policy decisions. For instance, even within
health policy, economic or social factors—which may not be conducive to study
via RCTs—will necessarily be implicit within policy concerns. Such issues sur-
rounding evidence-informed policy are particularly salient when strength of evi-
dence is discussed; which is often presented in terms of the idea of methodological
quality, from a scientific (research community) perspective, rather than applicabil-
ity from a policy (decision-makers) perspective (Lavis et al. 2003; Mitton et al.
2007).

Several authors in the public health community have warned against using evi-
dence hierarchies exclusively to guide policy-making (c.f. Petticrew and Roberts
2003; Booth 2010). Writing in the British Medical Journal, for instance, Black has
argued that EBP is “qualitatively different” to EBM, urging caution in the applica-
tion of principles from clinical medicine to the realm of policy (Black 2001). It has
been further noted that for most policy-making situations, the relevant considera-
tions go beyond clinical and immediate health related issues, to involve areas of
social, political or economic concern; or as Glaszou and colleagues succinctly put
it, “different types of question require different types of evidence” (Glasziou, Van-
denbroucke, and Chalmers 2004, 39). Indeed, Petticrew and Roberts have argued
that a typology based on the type of question being addressed (e.g. acceptability,
effectiveness, satisfaction, etc.) is more appropriate for policy guidance than a sin-
gle hierarchy (Petticrew and Roberts 2003). Indeed, drawing on political science
and philosophical insights, Russel et al. further argue that: “Policy-making is the
formal struggle over ideas and values” (Russell et al. 2008, 40), and criticise it as
“naive rationalism” to assume evidence itself is value free and can be placed in
hierarchies when it comes to decision-making. As a result, calls for methodological
aptness and a context-based selection of evidence have emerged (Boaz and Ashby
2003; Petticrew and Roberts 2003; Dobrow et al. 2004).

Despite these calls, there remains a common use of language for policy to be
“evidence based”, with a recurring embrace of experimental trials as “good evi-
dence” to inform policy. Within the debates, there also can appear to be a false
dichotomy between those who call for more evidence, and those who critique evi-
dence itself as constructed and political (Krieger 1992)—with constructivist ideas
often frustrating public health programme officers who typically require actionable
information. As such, this paper aims to contribute to the debate in a critical, but
pragmatic manner. We identify three disciplinary fields that underpin (often
implicitly) many of the critical challenges levelled against evidence hierarchies.
Drawing on Political Science (and policy studies, specifically), the Philosophy of
Science, and Sociology (including medical sociology and the sociology of
knowledge), we explore how each of these fields problematises the use of evidence
hierarchies for policy-making. However, we do this in order to develop ways forward to improve our understanding of what constitutes “good” evidence for public health goals. We share Petticrew and Robert’s concern with identifying a more appropriate use of evidence for policy, and we identify how each of the three disciplines drawn upon, in their own right, provide clues about how to ensure greater appropriateness of evidence for public health (and social) policy.

Discussion

Policy Studies: Decisions Involve More than Clinical Outcomes

The fact that there are a range of non-clinical outcomes that are often important to consider in policy debates (c.f. Petticrew and Roberts 2003; Glasziou, Vandenbroucke, and Chalmers 2004; Booth 2010) has been one of the main criticisms of the idea of “evidence-based” policy, and has led some to shift to use of the term “evidence-informed” policy instead. The idea that health outcomes are but one of multiple important potential issues, however, would be a conceptual starting point for political science, and specifically for the field of policy studies, which takes it as a given that policy decisions involve choices between sets of possible outcomes (Lasswell 1990; Stone 2002) and where the allocation of social values and relative weights to multiple social, political, or economic concerns is understood to be an inherent feature of the political process (Easton 1971).

From a political perspective, then, two problems arise with the direct application of evidence hierarchies to guide policy decisions. First, as has been noted elsewhere, public health policy decisions typically involve choice between competing sets of concerns, and not just technical evaluations of effectiveness. While one social value guiding decisions will inevitably be the clinical effectiveness (or cost-effectiveness) of an intervention, other values such as social desirability and acceptability, or impact on individual liberties, human rights, and equity may all be valid considerations for public health actors (Petticrew and Roberts 2003; Clark and Weale 2012; Barnes and Parkhurst 2014). Yet for none of these are RCTs the correct form of evidence to measure their importance or scale. Prioritising evidence from experimental methods serves to obscure, rather than remove, political considerations—imposing a de facto political position that holds clinical outcomes of morbidity and mortality reduction (i.e. those things conducive to RCT evidence) above other social values.

Even when looking within health specific concerns, a second political challenge is that those interventions conducive to experimentation may not be a public health priority. Complex social or health systems interventions are often less suitable to experimentation, and as such, a focus on evidence from the top of a hierarchy may shift attention away from such issues. This may serve to medicalise public health if it prioritises treatment and individual level policies over efforts to address what are increasingly argued to be neglected public health concerns, such as the
social determinants of health (Marmot and Friel 2008; Smith 2013b), or the structural drivers of illness (see Auerbach, Parkhurst, and Cáceres 2011 in respect to HIV/AIDS).

However, the political realities of public health decision-making do not eliminate the importance of evidence. Petticrew and Roberts have noted that “different types of research question are best answered by different types of study” (Petticrew and Roberts 2003, 528), but what becomes apparent from a political perspective, is a need to elucidate which questions are of relevance to a particular policy decision, in order to make those judgements of appropriateness. The implications for public health policy-making would be to emphasise the need to make the underlying values and competing decision criteria explicit—akin to what Schön and Rein, writing form a critical policy studies perspective, describe as a process of “frame reflection” (Scho¨n and Rein 1994). Public health goals are not simply to increase clinical efficacy (which hierarchies of evidence are designed to assist), but must instead address multiple considerations including health equity, social acceptability, human rights, and social justice. These relevant policy concerns should be identified ex ante, in order to have transparency within the policy concerns at stake, and to better identify the relevant evidence bases that speak to those concerns.

*Philosophy of Science: Generalisability and Evidence in Context*

A second theme appearing in the literature critical of EBP is conceptually rooted in thinking about causality and generalisability within the Philosophy of Science. While some authors in this discipline share the political science concern that the technical language of hierarchies serves to obscure the political nature of policymaking (c.f. Goldenberg 2006), others have particularly noted that many public health and social policy concerns present external validity problems that experimental methods and meta-analyses are unable to address (Worrall 2010; Cartwright 2011; Cartwright and Hardie 2012).

At the core of these arguments is the recognition that the mechanisms through which an intervention works in one context may be very different, or produce different, results elsewhere; particularly when dealing with social or behavioural interventions (Pawson and Tilley 1997; Cartwright 2011). While experimental trials are designed to improve internal validity (to show the intervention actually had an effect), this says nothing about the external validity of the result. For biomedical interventions, external validity is not ensured by the trial design, but rather derives from expected similarities in human biochemistry or anatomy (Victora, Habicht, and Bryce 2004). In social, behavioural, and health services interventions (which are increasingly the mainstay of public health planning), there fewer such guarantees, or alternative evidence is needed to justify the expectation of similar effects elsewhere.

It is true that the medical profession is increasingly seeing challenges to past assumptions of generalisability as well, such as in the growing interest in “stratified medicine”—in which individual patients are seen to respond quite differently to
treatments, thereby requiring much more tailored intervention strategies (Katikireddi 2015; Trusheim, Berndt, and Douglas 2007). Yet clinical treatments still are in seen as fundamentally different to the social realities of human interaction and behaviour that social policy (including much health policy) must address—whereby conscious individuals are continually reflecting and (re)constructing meaning around any intervention they are presented with, and where social contexts on which the mechanism of effect itself can lie may change over time and place (Pawson and Tilley 1997).

This challenge particularly affects meta-analysis, which often sit at the top of evidence hierarchies above individual RCTs, as the method can combine findings from multiple trials to evaluate intervention effect. Yet meta-analysis relies on an assumption that the same mechanism of effect exists across trial sites (and exists in the general population). Were a meta-analysis, however, to synthesise trials showing positive effects of an intervention in one setting, and negative effects in another, the conclusion might be “the intervention shows flat results”, when a more accurate (and more useful) conclusion for policy could be that “the intervention works for some groups in some contexts, and do not work for other groups in other contexts” (c.f. Pawson and Tilley 1997). An example might be an intervention of a cash transfer to prevent HIV—this could reduce HIV risk taking in a context where poverty leads people to rely on transactional sex, while increasing risk in a setting where increased wealth is associated with increased social (and sexual) networking (Parkhurst 2010). This does not mean all social interventions are unpredictable of course. Yet for many interventions in social policy and public health, there is much less certainty of predictable effect—and the changing and context-specific nature of social realities means that no amount of data gathered in a meta analysis can predict with certainty the same result in the future for many social policy issues. The health sciences often fall back on Bradford Hill’s famous criteria to judge causal effect (e.g. if it has a temporal relationship, a dose-response relationship, etc.) (Hill 1965); and these criteria can still be applied to explain whether a social intervention had an effect. But they do not say anything about mechanisms of causality, and therefore cannot answer whether we can expect the same causation elsewhere or at a later point in time. Other forms of knowledge are needed to justify such assumptions. As noted, in the clinical sciences it is the amassed knowledge of human anatomy and biochemistry that allow generalisations of causality (and which increasingly are showing limitations to generalisations as well). In economics it is evidence of market behaviour seen over centuries that point to sometimes quite predictable responses. In social and behavioural interventions, knowledge of mechanisms of effect may often have much less certainty, and these limits must be recognised.

Alternatives such as realist approaches have developed in response to the recognition that social context can determine the mechanism of effect for many interventions (Pawson and Tilley 1997; Pawson et al. 2005). In such situations, the appropriate evidence will not just be that which is measured in a trial, but also evidence of applicability or locally expected effect. Examples of such evidence (on
mechanisms in context) might include ethnographic studies, for instance, or local surveys—evidence types typically ranked particularly low in hierarchies. As Cartwright has explained “[f]or policy and practise we do not need to know ‘it works somewhere’. We need evidence for ‘it-will-work-for-us’” (Cartwright 2011, 1401).

**Sociology: Construction of Problems and Populations**

The final discipline supporting critical reflections of evidence hierarchies is that of Sociology—particularly the traditions of medical sociology and the sociology of scientific knowledge. Sociological enquiry begins from the understanding that ill health (or good health) is not a purely biological occurrence. Patterns of health and illness are shaped through social categories of gender (Courtenay 2000; Doyal 2000), ethnicity (Krieger et al. 2003), geography (Gatrell and Elliott 2009), class and socio-economic disparities (Wilkinson 2002; Marmot and Wilkinson 2009), and other determining structures. An understanding of which kinds of evidence speaks to these issues can therefore help to improve public health outcomes (Nutley, Powell, and Davies 2012). This is increasingly recognised within the field of public health itself (Krieger 1992), but blind imposition of evidentiary hierarchies can serve to hinder, rather than enable, such a shift, by focusing the research and policy gaze on those strategies conducive to experimentation—rather than considering broader social-structural factors that are fundamental in the patterning of population health outcomes.

Sociologists also recognise that what counts as evidence—including how variables are constructed and chosen—is often an artefact of the context or culture within which it is produced (Bloor 1976). Science itself is not produced in a social vacuum, but is rather also a product of social realities and actions (Kuhn 1970; Krieger 1992). When applied to the field of health, medical sociologists have, for instance, explored how concepts like ethnicity, race or social class do or do not get adequately captured in much health research (Krieger, Williams, and Moss 1997; Collins and Williams 1999; Morrissey 2005). Critical examination of disease categories and concepts can therefore allow new ways to consider public health intervention approaches (Blaxter 1978; Imrie 2004). The current need to develop new approaches to address the social determinants of health would represent a contemporary example of this (Williams 2003; Marmot and Friel 2008).

From a sociologically informed perspective, public health actors can critically reflect on the population groups, data variables, and nature of health and illness categories utilised within bodies of evidence, to question how these constructions best serve their goals of improved population health, disease reduction, or health equity. It may be that those things technically easy to measure, quantify, or alter in experiments may not be the most appropriate constructions of health and illness to serve public health needs.
From Hierarchy to Appropriateness

The three disciplines presented above each highlight problems in applying a hierarchy of evidence to prioritise health policy decisions. They also, however, each point to ways to re-conceptualise a good use of evidence to ensure it is best aligned with the normative goals of public health. Policy makers need to identify the multiple criteria on which their decision is based, to address the contextual specificity of the interventions they aim to implement, and to consider if existing disease and population definitions suit the ultimate goals of public health improvement. An appropriate use of evidence, therefore, would be one which is transparent about the policy concerns at hand, which questions whether intervention effects will be expected in the target area, and which is critically aware of different ways to classify populations and health problems.

This does not mean hierarchies of evidence have no relevance. Rigour and quality will always remain important, but the measure of quality for different types of evidence will derive from the appropriate sciences that generate such evidence. Current hierarchies of evidence emphasise qualities that are appropriate for identifying intervention effect, and typically do not say anything about generalisability. Policy concerns will usually require additional types of evidence (not just evidence of intervention effect), will need to consider complex situations where simple causal relationships are not the norm, and will further require evidence of whether possible interventions will work in the desired setting. Multiple research methods—be they experiments, interviews, observations, etc.—will be needed, and each will be underpinned by its own standards of quality and validity. So for example, if public acceptability is an important policy consideration, evidence from survey research may be appropriate. Evaluation of survey quality would obviously include an assessment of statistical power, reliability, and internal and external validity (through consideration of sampling, sample size, triangulation, standardisation of delivery, etc.) (Moser and Kalton 1971). Observational or ethnographic research, on the other hand, may be useful to policy makers in understanding the cultural context that surrounds a certain policy option. These methods emphasise the importance of understanding processes through the perspective of participants (Hammersley and Atkinson 2007). Evidentiary rigour for these methods is therefore related to aspects such as researchers’ immersion in the research context, validation by feeding back their findings to participants, and continued reflexivity of the researcher (Davies 2008).

Other examples abound, but ultimately, when selecting evidence, what is essential is for decision makers to firstly identify the types of information they need on which to base their decision (from their decision criteria) after which, the appropriate evidence can be judged and evaluated. Each research tradition comes with its own criteria for establishing rigour. Good evidence for policy shifts from following a single hierarchy to the question of whether that evidence is appropriate to the policy consideration and needs, with quality assessment derived from the relevant research tradition.
Summary

The calls for evidence to inform policy has been embraced in Public Health and across other social policy fields more broadly. Yet in the rush to be more evidence-based, there have been associated calls for the increased use of evidence hierarchies to guide selection of “good evidence” for policy-making. Such an approach has been widely critiqued from inside and outside the public health sphere, and remain a persistent challenge to public health planning. The use of hierarchies in this way has been described by Boaz and Ashby (2003) as focussing upon the “noise” (i.e. methodological strengths from a natural scientific perspective) produced by evidence, rather than the “signal” (message conveyed, and aims of, a particular piece of research or research field). As such, this can be counterproductive to achieving public health policy goals—particularly when those goals revolve around more than improving treatment efficacy.

To move the discussion forward, we have further developed the concept of “appropriateness” of evidence for public health policy based on insights from the fields of political science (policy studies), philosophy (of science), and sociology (of knowledge). Policy studies illustrates that appropriate evidence will be that which correctly speaks to the multiple decision criteria under consideration—and as such there is a need to render explicit the social concerns and values being considered. Hierarchies provide important ways to rank evidence in terms of intervention effect, yet intervention effect is typically only one of issues relevant to health policy decisions. The philosophy of science shows that appropriate evidence will consider the generalisability of pieces of evidence. Hierarchies typically are concerned with questions of internal validity, yet policy concerns must consider the similarity of causal mechanisms to be certain of local effect. Finally, the sociology of knowledge highlights how appropriate evidence that aims to achieve normative goals, will need to critically question the usefulness of existing classifications of populations and disease to do so.

In commenting on an earlier version of this paper, Kattikireddi makes the astute comment that promoting a framework of appropriateness (instead of hierarchies) risks substituting one normative framework for another—that of appropriateness (Katikireddi 2015). He notes that in many cases policy goals are not pre-set, but the use of evidence—and the invocation of EBM/EBP—serves to set the goals for the policy to pursue. We acknowledge this as reflecting a broader phenomenon in which there is “co-production” through which policy values can set the boundaries of evidence, and evidence utilisation can set the boundaries of politics (c.f. Jasanoff 1987, 2004, 2011; Hoppe 2010). Yet even when uses of evidence appear to drive the delineation of policy goals, there is still a useful task to elucidate and reflect on values, as a critical constructivist position might consider. Bacchi, for instance, has promoted an approach to policy analysis that fundamentally considers the construction of problems (and possible alternatives) to explore the values and interested embedded in such constructions—asking questions around “what’s the problem represented to be” (Bacchi 2009). The idea of
evidentiary appropriateness can still be used within such an approach, however, questioning if evidence use best serves the goals that are eventually pursued in whichever way the problem is constructed.

As noted in the introduction to this article, however, the real target audience for a promotion of appropriateness are the policy-making and planning stakeholders who are principally motivated to utilise evidence for its ability to more effectively or efficiently achieve outcomes. Particular outcomes (or policy goals) are indeed political, constructed, and subject to debate. Nevertheless, the appropriateness framework requires those goals to be explicit in order to be able to judge when evidence proves useful to achieve whichever goals end up being pursued.

From a perspective of appropriateness, then, a set of strategic question can particularly be used to guide reflections on evidence by decision makers:

1. What are the policy concerns at hand (and is the evidence selected the most useful to address the multiple policy concerns at hand)?
2. Are the data constructed in ways that best serve policy goals?
3. Do we have reason to believe that the evidence is applicable to our local policy context?

These questions do not address all challenges of evidence use in policy-making, including the performative aspects of how evidence utilisation itself can dynamically delineate policy priorities or define what is seen to be policy relevant. Yet for policy makers and advocates of EBP (the champions of “what works”) evidence remains crucial. While, the quality of evidence will always be important, “good” evidence for policy from a lens of appropriateness becomes that which best serves public health needs, not that which best fits any single methodological criteria. It is argued that a better understanding of what constitutes “good” evidence for policy can allow past critical authors concerns to be incorporated, while providing a useful way forward for public health actors tasked with increasing evidence use in policy and planning.
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